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Once radio transmitters were installed on board ocean liners,
new means of communication were possible. This included radio
messages between crossing liners that were then physically posted
to the recipient once landed. Using a variety of the colourful forms
and envelopes that were produced for this purpose, Julian H Jones
provides a guide to Ocean Letters in the inter-war period.

New ways of
communication

The establishment of radio transmitters
on board ocean liners, matched with
receiving stations on land, provided a
new means of communication between
passengers and relatives ashore. A
passenger two days out from Liverpool
bound for New York could send a message
home by means of a passing ship going
in the opposite direction! The outgoing
passenger completed a message form
and handed it to their radio officer who
would transmit the message by radio to
the officer on the passing ship who would
transcribe it to their equivalent form.
When the second ship reached port, the
message would be posted as a registered
letter to the addressee. Thus, a message
could be posted in Liverpool before the
original sender had reached New York!
This facility gave rise to a colourful range
of forms and envelopes for the collector.
The Marconi company had been
providing transatlantic radio Morse
transmissions from ships since 1901.
From June 1904, Cunard line’s Campania
had been providing a ‘Daily Newspaper’
compiled from radio reports from shore
stations (Hosking, 2002). However, it was
not until November 1912 that Marconi
applied to the British Postmaster General
for permission to introduce the Ocean
Letter service (Fig 1). The Post Office
gave permission but with conditions:
transmissions must be in plain language;
the two ships involved must be travelling
in opposite directions; both ships must
be outside the range of all coastal radio
stations; and the final mailing was to be as
a registered letter. It should be noted that
the Ocean Letter service was distinct from
the Radio Telegram service in which the
message was transmitted telegraphically
from end to end (and at a higher charge
per word).
Although Marconi had offices in London
and Brussels, he had fierce competition
from the German Telefunken Company
which set up a subsidiary, abbreviated to
DEBEG, to operate its maritime radio
business. German ships on the northAtlantic run introduced an Ozean Brief
service in September 1911 (Fig 2).
The services were suspended during
World War I. The British Ocean Letter
service was resumed in 1919 and that
in Germany by 1920. Other western
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Fig 1 Marconi International Marine Communications Company envelope mailed in
Southampton on 13 February 1921. The envelope received 2d. inland postage and a 2d.
registration fee

Fig 2 An envelope addressed to Dortmund using DEBEG (Deutsche Betriebsgesellshaft
für drahtlose Telegrafie) on the Hamburg East Asia service in 1925. Postage was
cancelled on board in the ship’s sea post office (DEUTSCHE SEEPOST)
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Fig 3 Ocean Letter originally stamped and cancelled at
the sea post office of La Champagne travelling from
Colon to St Nazaire. It is addressed to Vincennes in
France but subsequently forwarded to Panama in 1913

Base image credit: Internet Archive Book Images. Map image from pg855 of The Americana,
a universal reference library 1903.

Fig 4 Dutch maritime radio company combined letter sheet
received on board the SS Vondel in 1927. The address panel,
created once the sheet was folded, is shown top right.

European companies introduced services
in the 1920s. This gives rise to distinct
postal stationery issued by the various
companies operating services.

Untangling the route

The post office markings on the 1913
Ocean Letter to France is helpful in
sorting out the direction of travel (Fig
3). The radio operator travelling east
from Colon (in Panama) towards St
Nazaire, France, on board CGT’s liner La
Champagne received the original message
from a westbound ship and put it into the
company’s envelope which was passed to
the ship’s sea post office which cancelled
the stamps ‘COLON A ST NAZAIRE L. A.
No 1/14 Oct 13’ (Salles, 1965).
The letter was landed at St Nazaire,
where the registration label was cancelled
‘PAQUEBOT POSTE’. On reaching
Vincennes, near Paris, the letter was then
forwarded with additional postage to
Panama which it reached on 3 November
1913. Quite a round trip!

Different types

The Dutch service developed an attractive
folded letter bearing its deep-blue logo, with
the message on one side and, when folded,
the address panel on the other (Fig 4). The
same company also used a regular envelope
to send on the enclosed message (Fig 5).

Fig 5 Dutch Ocean Letter envelope used on board
the Batavia/Amsterdam sea post service in 1927
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The same Dutch company appears to
have used a number of different envelope
types, including one with a red stripe at
the top (Fig 6). Its enclosure would have
had a similar logo to that received on
the SS Vondel but in red. The Dutch Post
Office does not appear to have adopted
the British Post Office requirement
of applying registered postage. It
was obviously not so concerned with
protecting its postal monopoly!
An example from the Marconi
Company operating from Norway does
adhere to the registration requirement
when landing letters in New York (Fig
7). The message clearly shows that the
original message was transmitted by the
SS Stavangerfjord and received by the SS
Bergensfjord.
Similarly, the Belgian branch of
Marconi, abbreviated to SAIT applied the
registration fee to mail to the USA (Fig
8) but not on letters landed in Holland
(Fig 9). It appears that ‘wireless letter’ and
‘radio letter’ were synonyms for ‘ocean
letter’.
SAIT was set up in 1911 and jointly
owned by Marconi and DEBEG (Hosking,
2005). It became 100 per cent Marconi
owned in 1914.

Fig 6 Dutch Ocean Letter envelope from their Pacific service landed at Brisbane
in Australia, where it was postmarked as a ‘LOOSE SHIP LETTER’ in 1931

Fig 7 Message form and envelope used by the Norwegian branch of
Marconi in 1924. The envelope of the Norwegian Marconi Company
posted on arrival of the SS Bergensfjord in New York paid 12c. to
cover the 2c. domestic postage and 10c. registration fee

Fig 8 Belgian Marconi envelope landed from
the SS Edison at New York paying 2c. domestic
postage and 15c. registration fee (in effect
from December 1925)
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Fig 9 Belgian Marconi envelope landed at Rotterdam and
addressed to Brussels in 1925, with the ‘REGISTERED/
RECOMMANDE’ annotation crossed out

Unusual and attractive
messages

Some of the messages on headed ocean
letter stationery are somewhat cryptic. The
message received from the German SS Europa
on board the SS Hamburg (Fig 10) reads
‘travelling checks missing stop bank look blue
pocketbook on strape [sic] broken in dinning
[sic] room not sick’. If you received that in
an email today, you would suspect a scam!
Perhaps, in June 1939, it was actually a coded
message!
Many messages are greetings on suitably
pretty message forms such as the Christmas
Greetings message form from the SS
Alcantara (Fig 11). This ocean letter was
sent via the British Wireless Marine Service
set up between Marconi and the Radio
Communication Company in 1929.

Fig 10 Cryptic message on a DEBEG ocean letter received from the SS
Europa in June 1939 and addressed to New Jersey. Note the advert at
the bottom by pharmaceutical company Bayer. Ozean-Brief forms are
also known with Bayer adverts for sea-sickness medication!

The study of Ocean Letters

The collection and study of Ocean
Letters provides a fascinating insight to
communication across the high seas between
the two world wars. The interesting philatelic
covers and colourful message forms will
enhance any maritime collection. There is
still much to learn about the types of message
forms and postal stationery envelopes used by
the different radio companies and shipping
lines. For more information about Marconi
Ocean letters and Danish Ocean Letters refer
to the draft online catalogue being prepared
by Otto Kjærgaard which is available on the
TPO & Seapost Society website.

TPO & SEAPOST Society
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please contact the Society at the
above email address. For a free
copy of the Society’s Journal and
membership application form, please
contact: Keith Morris, TPO & Seapost
Society, 1 St Mary’s Drive, Fairford
GL7 4LQ, or phone 01285 713 075.
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Fig 11 Ocean Letter (OL) message form received by the SS Alcantara from the SS Trekieve
and subsequently posted at Southampton to Brightlingsea in Essex. This message is known
posted within a British Wireless Marine Service envelope in 1936
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